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2003 is probably a year that Escovedo was more than glad to see end, as he collapsed after playing a 
show in Phoenix, Arizona on April 26th, and for the ensuing eight months was off the road incapacitated 
by Hepatitis C. This 2CD recording was made a mere three and a half months prior to Escovedo falling ill 
during his most recent European sojourn, the first on which he was accompanied by a band. The support 
players include Alejandro’s long-time drummer Hector Munoz, plus Alan Durham [guitar], Bruce Salmon 
[keyboard, guitar and background vocals], Andrew Duplantis [bass, background vocals] and replacing, 
on cello, that other long-time Escovedo band fixture, Brian Standefer, is Austinite Steve Bernal.   
 
The duration of these two discs amount to just short of ninety minutes and Escovedo opens the show 
with “The Way It Goes” from his classic 1993 album “Thirteen Years,” which is followed by the only new 
song on this collection, “Dearhead On The Wall,” written by Al in collaboration with his girlfriend Kim 
Christoff. Escovedo’s most recent new release, in 2002, was “By The Hand Of The Father” a tribute in 
word and song to his Mexican heritage [#], and that collection featured “Wave” a song that had appeared 
previously on “A Man Under The Influence” [2001]. Closing Disc 2 and taken from the same pair of 
recordings, Al performs “Rosalie.”  
 
Escovedo made his solo debut on the now defunct Austin, Texas based Watermelon label in 1992, with 
the album “Gravity,” and from that collection he performs “Five Hearts Breaking” and “One More Time” 
the latter being the closing cut on Disc 1, while, [also from “Gravity,”] on Disc 2 “Last To Know” is an 
audience request. The collection includes three covers songs, the first of which, “Sex Beat,” was penned 
by the late Jeffrey Lee Pierce of The Gun Club. It first appeared on Escovedo’s “Bourbonitis Blues,” 
the second of three albums the Texan has cut for the Chicago based Bloodshot Records. The other 
covers are David Bowie’s “All The Young Dudes” a 1972 UK pop hit for Mott The Hoople, while Lou 
Reed’s “I’m Waiting For My Man” dates from his mid-nineteen sixties Velvet Underground days.   
 
The only cut taken from Alejandro’s 1996 Rykodisc recording “With These Hands” is “Crooked Frame,” 
while in addition to the aforementioned “Wave,” “A Man Under The Influence” is strongly represented 
by “Rhapsody,” “Follow You Down” and “Castanets.” Completing the sixteen tracks are, “Everybody 
Loves Me” [“Bourbonitis Blues”] and for his four-song encore Alejandro begins by performing the title 
cut from “Thirteen Years.”  
 
Note. 
[#] – “By The Hand Of The Father” has also been staged as a theatre piece, featuring Escovedo’s 
music.  
      
Folkwax Rating 7 out of 10 
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